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ABSTRACT

This pictorial introduces TangibleTouch, a toolkit
to design and build interactive tangible cubes using
capacitive sensing. This toolkit enables designers to
quickly prototype and explore tangible cubes with
exchangeable capacitive panels that allows touch-based
gestures and interactions that can be used for tangible
input in VR, AR, or physical computing. We introduce
a design space for TangibleTouch, and present the
technical implementation, fabrication approaches, and
software support for designers. We evaluate our toolkit
by demonstrating its use and application for 3 different
case studies: a media controller, a platform game, and a
3D model inspection tool. The contribution of our work
is a novel toolkit method for constructing and fabricating
a cube-based interactive tangible user interface.
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Figure 1. The TangibleTouch toolkit composed of: A) Capacative Face Design Space, B) modular Hardware
Platform, C) Software Platform to train surface gestures, and D) Deployable Interactions to any Unity application.

INTRODUCTION

Tangible User Interfaces (TUI) are commonly adopted
interaction devices for their innate affordances,
manipulability, and mechanisms for rich input and output
[27]. Cubic tangibles are a common form factor and
widely adopted interaction device in tangible research,
due to their physical simplicity, spatial stability, multifunctionality, and abstract nature [2]. A common means
of interacting with tangibles, cubic or otherwise, is via
physical manipulation and gesturing upon or with the
object [1, 14]. Tracking and detecting interaction with
a physical artefact as an expression of touch input can
be difficult as it requires either sophisticated external
tracking or instrumentation of the object. One popular
approach to creating touch sensitive devices is by using
capacitive sensing to detect complex surface-based
gestures and even proxemic interaction [11, 4]. However,
it is difficult to fabricate such capacitive tangibles that
can be configured to support a variety of expressive
touch gestures for different contexts and applications.
The TangibleTouch toolkit (Figure 1) is a novel
fabrication method and rapid prototyping toolkit
for designing modular, interactive cubic tangibles
with interchangeable capacitive faces, facilitating a
multitude of surface-based gestures. TangibleTouch
provides the following: i) a modular and extendable
hardware platform enabling the rapid fabrication of
cubic tangibles capable of detecting different surfacebased gestures, ii) a Unity1-integrated user interface that
supports the configuration and mapping of capacitive
faces on a given cube, and iii) a run time system to train
surface-based gestures and detecting them in real-time.
In this pictorial we present the intersecting literature
that is the basis of our work, visualise the interaction
space for cubic tangibles, and explore the design of
capacitive faces and the types of surface-based gestures
they support. We then detail the design of the cube,
the hardware implementation and fabrication process,
and the components of the toolkit. Next, we evaluate
the TangibleTouch toolkit through three demonstrative
1 https://unity.com/

applications, displaying the range of surface-based
gestures supported and highlighting the generality of the
toolkit. Finally, we reflect on and discuss the features
and implications of the toolkit.
BACKGROUND

Our work builds on different areas of related work
including Tangible UI, cubic tangibles, fabrication
methods, capacitive sensing, and toolkit research.
Tangible Prototyping & Cubes

Tangible User Interfaces (TUI) provide a physical means
of representing and manipulating digital information [9,
27, 31], and there has been considerable work around
prototyping TUIs without the need for instrumentation.
For example, the work of Kelly et al. [17] and Zheng
et al. [36] focused on producing popular TUI elements,
such as knobs and sliders, using a combination of low
fidelity material and fiducial-based computer vision
tracking. Beyond low-fidelity prototyping, there are table
top approaches that also use external computer vision
tracking to build toolkits and development platforms
for TUIs such as: reacTable [15] and reacTIVision
[16], Madgets [32], and SLAP Widgets [33]. Rather
than constructing tangible interface components from
composite objects, another approach is to have an
interactive artefact. For example, Savage et al. focused
on interaction with physical objects while utilizing a
computer-vision based tracking approach to detect user
gestures and create ‘active’ objects [24].
Artefact-based interfaces are commonly used in Mixed
Reality environments due to their manipulability and
ability to be used as a proxy [2, 7, 8, 21, 37]. The work
of Feick et al. [8] produced a toolkit for prototyping
such tangible artefacts for virtual environments, using
low-fidelity and modular ‘shape primitives’, to support
proxy-based interactions. Beyond proxy interaction,
the work of Angelini [1] and Van den Hoven et al. [14]
shows how combining a tangible artefact with gestures,
both motion and surface-based, can effectively recreate
common UI elements using a single artefact. In addition,
the benefits of cubes as tangible interaction devices

have previously been explored [19, 28]. Particularly
the work of Lefeuvre et al. [19] categorises the distinct
affordances and properties of cubes by “manipulation,
placement in space, arrangement, multi-functionality,
randomness,
togetherness,
physical
qualities,
containers, and pedestal for output”. Inspired by this
work, TangibleTouch aims to build upon previous
tangible prototyping toolkits with a first exploration of
an emergent design space for prototyping surface-based
gestures leveraging the benefits of cube affordance.
Capacitive Sensing & Fabricating Interactivity

Considering the above related work, we can describe two
general approaches to sensing tangible interaction: (i)
using an external tracking system or (ii) instrumenting an
interface or user. While both approaches have limiting
factors for prototyping, external tracking has challenges
and requirements when detecting surface interaction on
objects, primarily down to occlusion of the object and
gestures [3, 12, 35]. Considering detecting interaction
on instrumented objects, capacitive sensing is a common
and well-documented approach, with particular benefits
for rabid fabrication and prototyping [5, 11, 23, 25,
26]. The work of Schmitz et al. [26] and Burstyn et al.
[5] explored capacitive input on 3D printed interactive
objects, specifically leveraging conductive filament and
dual-extrusion printing, to create discrete touch-sensitive
areas on any 3D object. Capricate [26] in particular
provided tools for designers to modify virtual models to
be printed and instrumented with touch-sensitive areas.
Beyond 3D printing of capacitive objects, so-called
‘loading mode’ capacitive sensing has been adopted
for gesture recognition [11]. Commonly, a number
of capacitive areas are used to form capacitive sensor
arrays to track touch across a designated area over time
[10, 22, 29, 30]. Nelson at al. [22] incorporated 4 to 12
interactive areas to detect gestures on fabric and provided
an initial exploration of different capacitive plate shapes
and designs. For TangibleTouch, we aim to combine the
fabrication techniques of 3D printed interactive objects
with previous work on capacitive sensing for gesture
recognition into one rapid prototyping toolkit.

Figure 2. A visualisation of the interaction and output space combining cubes and surface-based gestures.

Toolkits

For prototyping tangible interaction, toolkits have
been proposed as a productive approach to mitigate
engineering challenges in building interfaces [18].
These toolkits range in levels of fidelity from paper
prototyping [17, 36] to sophisticated electronic toolkits
[8, 2]. For gesture recognition on physical objects, there
is a significant barrier to entry regarding the time to
design and develop such interfaces. There is also a lack
of transferability across application contexts as tangible
devices are often designed for bespoke tasks. Our work
aims to provide a scalable and modular toolkit, both in
hardware and software, for prototyping surface-based
gestures on tangibles objects deployable to a variety of
different application contexts.
A common evaluation approach for understanding the
feasibility and generalisability of toolkits is to actually
use the toolkit to design and develop a number of
demonstrative applications [13, 18, 20]. We adopt this
approach for TangibleTouch and develop 3 demonstrative
applications using the toolkit.
INTERACTION SPACE

As a starting point, we explore the potential of a
cubic tangible as an interaction device to highlight
the interactions it can afford, as well as illustrate the
challenges in detecting these interactions (see Figure 2).
The space is divided into surface-based input, combining
gestures, interactions beyond gesture, and output space.
1. Surface-based Input

The design space of single and multi-touch surface
gestures is based on cubic tangible and surface-based
computing literature [19, 34]. The surface interactions
described in Figure 2, while not an exhaustive list,
demonstrates the range of touch gestures that can be
performed on a simple cube: single touch gestures such as
taps, swipes, and path gestures, and multi-touch gestures
such as multi-finger taps and pinch gestures. Due to the
stable form factor of cubes and the inherent graspability,
these gestures can be performed in hand or while the
cube is at rest. By combining cube affordance and

simple surface-based gestures, common TUI metaphors
can be mimicked: swipes to represent a slider, taps as
button input, path traces as directional input or as a dial,
and pinch gestures to replicate common touchpad input.

surfaces, such as desktops or interactive surfaces. The
stability and space afforded by a surface not only allows
users to easily arrange and configure cubic tangibles, but
also combine surface-gestures simultaneously.

2. Combining Gestures for Input

A rich design space for cubic interaction devices exists
across a number of different output spaces (see Figure
2). However, supporting a wide array of surface-based
gestures without adorning the user or using external
tracking is complex to fabricate and often lacks scalability.
Gesture recognition using capacitive sensing is also
non-trivial and requires different sensing configurations
depending on the surface-gesture being detected. To
address this we developed the TangibleTouch toolkit that
provides a method for fabricating extended and modular
capacitive cubes to detect distinct on-surface gestures.

Cubes are multiplexers of interaction by virtue of their
form factor. Each face, while appearing identical to one
another, can be leveraged as a separate area for input and
even configured on the fly depending on the context of
interaction. In the case of surface-based gestures a cube
can support simultaneous and heterogeneous surfacebased gestures on any face. Further to this, a cubic
tangible can support modal or state-based interactions
depending on whether the cube is on a surface, in hand,
or actively touched on a particular area.
3. Other Interactions

There are multitudes of other interactions that are
significant for the design space of cubic tangible
interaction. Based on the work of Lefeuvre et al [19],
cube affordance alone has interesting properties such
as manipulability, spatial arrangement, and multifunctionality. Additional interactions are afforded when
you instrument an object using a particular sensing
approach. In our work, capacitive sensing enables the
detection of proxemic interactions such as non-surfacebased gestures, or even other capacitive devices.
4. Output Space

Depending on the interaction context, different
advantages of cube affordance can be leveraged in
addition to surface-based interactions. For example,
a cube’s dimensionality, manipulability, and ability to
be a pedestal for output make them ideal candidates
as interaction devices in Mixed Reality applications.
Combine these inherent advantages with gesture
detection and a wide variety of unique interactions
can be supported. Moreover, the inherent tangibility of
cubes makes them an ideal interaction device to support
collaboration, having the ability to be freely passed from
one user to another or placed in the environment. Cubes
are also suited in output spaces that leverage physical

TOOLKIT DESIGN

To address key challenges that exist in fabricating
interactive tangible cubes, we developed TangibleTouch.
The goal of this toolkit is to provide a rapid fabrication
method that uses simple single-extrusion 3D printing to
support the prototyping of modular cubic tangibles with
interchangeable capacitive faces with different sensor
configurations. Additionally, the toolkit aims to provide
a software platform for digitally configuring the faces
of a cube, training a particular face to detect one or more
surface-gestures using machine learning, and a means of
deploying those interactions in a variety of interaction
contexts and applications. The toolkit consists of 3 parts:
i) A face design space for divvying up the surface area
of a cube to design for single and multi-touch gesture
recognition using capacitive sensing. ii) An extendable
hardware platform using conventional 3D printing
that allows for interchangeable faces with different
capacitive configurations. iii) A software platform that
provides a user interface to add and configure interactive
faces to a cube, record data of surface gestures and train
a machine-learning model for gesture detection, and
deploy designed interactions into a variety of different
Unity based applications.

Figure 3. Capacitive face design space showing the configuration of sensors and the touch interactions afforded.

Face Design

To guide the design of the capacitive faces, we started
with five general interactions that we wanted to detect
using the lowest number of touch-sensitive areas: tap,
swipe, pinch, path, and hover (see Figure 2). Figure
3 shows a number of different sensor configurations,
varied by the number of interactive areas and their
placement on a given face, followed by which surfacegestures these can support. The concept for each face
design follows a principle of low complexity in terms
of number of discrete touch areas. Instead, we rely on
the multiplexed nature of a cube, with dedicated faces
for particular interactions. While the toolkit can support
more complex face designs, we focus on 10 simple
face designs with 4 different sensor quantities (0, 1,
2, and 4), and 4 different face configurations: square,
radial, rectangle, and cross. Figure 3 demonstrates how
these variables determine if a surface gesture can be
supported. For example, face2 supports a tap but not a
swipe as opposed to face3 which supports a tap or swipe
but requires double the amount of touch-areas. For
detecting a swipe gesture in practice, face3’s sensor0 is
triggered at the start of a swipe gesture and sensor1 at
the end and vice versa for a different swipe direction.
Generally, if more complex gestures are to be detected
the number of touch areas on a single face increases, or
if a face needs to support more than one surface gesture.
Another example is that both face3 and face5 support
swipes, but the directionality of the swipe relative to
the rest of the cube would be different, i.e. face3 cannot
support ‘top-to-bottom’ swipes whereas face5 can.
Hardware Platform and Fabrication

The hardware platform for TangibleTouch (see Figure
5) consists of three main components all of which can
be fabricated using a conventional, single-extrusion 3D
printer: i) non-conductive face bases, ii) conductive face
components, and iii) cube chassis. In the face design,
we explicitly chose to design the conductive and nonconductive parts to be printed separately to make
fabrication more viable for single-extrusion printers,
which are generally more accessible and commercially

available, opposed to dual-extrusion printers. We also
use a capacitive sensor board, Arduino microcontroller,
and lithium battery to instrument the cube.
Non-conductive face bases and cube chassis can be
printed using generic PLA or ABS. The conductive
components can be printed using either conductive PLA
or ABS with conductance of at least 4.6*102 Ohms/cm.
For the tangible cube prototypes we developed using
the toolkit, the non-conductive parts were printed using
white Filamentive PLA and the conductive parts were
printed using U3 conductive ABS with a conductance
of 4.64*102 Ohms/cm. We recommend ABS for the
conductive components as acetone can be used as a
means of adhering the conductive pieces to the nonconductive base plate giving reliable adhesion with less
impact on the surface capacitance. Conductive PLA
can be used, and can often provide better conductivity,
but an adhesive agent is needed to mount conductive
components to the non-conductive face base plate,
which may affect the surface capacitance.
All 3D printed parts were printed on an Ender3 V2 at
50mm/s and a layer height of 0.16mm. The cube chassis
took 8 hours to print and each face base plate took 30
minutes (11 hours total for non-conductive parts).
Conductive part print times can vary depending on the
surface coverage, from 30 minutes to 1 hour.
Dupont cables were used to connect the conductive
parts to the capacitive sensor board, by heating a male
connector using a soldering iron and inserting it into the
mounting points. The prototype conductive components
were measured at around 30kohm resistance across the
conductive surface, and 10kohm from the conductive
surface to the connecting cable. We also tested ProtoPasta
conductive PLA mounted to the base plate using hot
glue, which measured at 6kohm resistance across the
conductive surface and 4kohm from the surface to the
connecting dupont cable.
Once conductive components are mounted to the face
base plate and the cables have been connected to the
conductive mounting points, the face can be simply

Figure 4. The snap connectors to mount capacitive faces.
attached to the cube chassis using ‘snap-fit’ connectors
and the cables routed to the 12-channel capacitive sensor
board (see Figure 4). In this case, a single cube can have
a maximum of 12 discrete touch areas and, using the
modular faces, distributed in any manner across the
cube. For example, 2 faces with 4 touch areas, 2 faces
with 2, and 2 with 0 or 6 faces with 2 touch areas.
We used an Adafruit MPR121 12-Key Capacitive
Touch Sensor breakout board for detecting capacitance,

Figure 5. The toolkit’s hardware components and design. A) The face design and fabrication, B) the cube components and modular design, and C) the controller design, and
connection to the conductive faces.

connected to an Adafruit Feather nRF52840 Express
microcontroller powered by a small 3.7v 110mah
lithium polymer battery, all of which can be mounted
inside the cube chassis using M2 screws and nuts. The
Adafruit Feather has low energy Bluetooth capabilities
for transmitting data to other devices, which using the
110mah battery can run for 11 hours on a single charge.
We experimented with an additional gyroscope module
that also has space for mounting within the cube chassis.
The purpose of this is to make configuring the cube
using the software interface easier, as a designer can
determine which faces map to the digital representation
by simply tilting the cube. However, this is optional and
is not necessary for configuring the cube.
Software Platform

The TangibleTouch software platform is used to digitally
configure the cube with the appropriate interactive
faces, train a particular surface gesture for a given face
using machine learning, and deploy the trained model
of a surface gesture to an application (see Figure 6).
The software platform consists of three modules: i) An
Interface library, ii) a gesture-training library, and iii) a
data processing and hardware library.
TT Interface and Configuration

The Unity-based interface can be loaded as a scene in a
developer’s application to then configure a cube, train
gestures, and deploy interactions packaged as Unity
events, which applications can subscribe to. On loading
the interface, a designer scans for Bluetooth devices or
selects the cube directly if connected via UART. Once
the cube is found and selected, the designer is taken to the
configuration screen. Here, a designer can see the virtual
representation of the cube device with 6 blank faces and
a side panel with faces of varying sensor configurations.
If a gyroscope module is connected to the cube, then the
virtual cube will mimic the rotation of the physical cube
to decipher the face positions, otherwise a developer can
manipulate the cube using the mouse. Developers can
easily add additional face configurations by invoking
the face class and providing an ‘.obj’ file.

To first configure the cube, a developer needs to
select each face on the virtual model and assign a
face configuration. Once all face configurations have
been assigned the designer then cycles through each
interactive touch area on the virtual model and touches
the corresponding capacitive areas on the physical cube
to calibrate the sensor channels on the capacitive sensor
to the face configurations. If a previous configuration
has been made, then a designer can load this into Unity
from file by selecting the ‘Load Previous’ button. A
cube configuration is cleared by clicking the ‘Reset
Cube’ button. Once a designer is happy with their cube
configuration, they can move to the gesture-training
screen by clicking ‘Continue’.
A designer adds a new gesture to the cube by uniquely
naming the gesture and selecting ‘Add New Gesture’. An
optional keyboard binding can be added for that gesture
that will be triggered on gesture detection. The designer
then selects the newly added gesture and selects ‘Record
Gesture’. Now the designer performs the desired
gesture 20 times, each with a sample size of 200 over a
3 second window. The number of gesture samples, the
sample size, and duration can all be altered, but these
were the most optimal settings considering the time to
set up and accuracy. Once any number of new gestures
are recorded, the model can be retrained to include
the newly added gestures by selecting ‘Train Model’.
‘Start Detection’ then deploys the trained model and
firing Unity events or triggers keyboard input depending
on whether any gestures are detected. Developers can
have an external class subscribe to the events fired by
the gesture detection class, with each event containing
the unique gesture name. Figure 6 shows an example of
recording data for a swipe gesture and then deploying
this interaction to a simple slider.
TT Data Processing and Gesture Training

For the capacitive sensor board, the default firmware
settings were sufficient for the most part, but after
testing it was found that the non-conductive base plate
covering the conductive areas causes the baseline signal
to not adjust quickly enough when a sensor is touched,

which affected the performance of gesture detection.
Setting the filter delay register (MPR121_FDLF) to
the maximum value of 255 greatly improved the touch
sensitivity and baseline stability.
Gesture detection was implemented using TensorFlow2,
a recurrent neural network, incorporated into the Unity
environment using a standalone Python program. Once
the model is ready to be trained, recorded data is loaded
from a CSV file, and any non-configured sensors are
zeroed. To account for a user holding the cube or the
cube resting on a surface while performing a gesture,
any sensor channels that are triggered for more than
40% of a gesture sample are disregarded and zeroed.
The model itself consists of 5 layers.
First, the data goes through feature extraction, consisting
of maximum and minimum pool layers. These are
typically used to down-sample and extract features
from images by partitioning them into a set of nonoverlapping rectangles and, for each such sub-region,
outputs the maximum/average or minimum. In this case,
max-pooling is used to increase the sequence length to
smooth out any anomalous samples. As max-pooling
decreases the number of lows, i.e. timesteps where the
sensors are not touched, between touches, min-pooling
had to be performed to increase these gaps between
touches. Setting the strides to 2 also down-sampled the
data from 200 timesteps to 96. Pool sizes were selected
by experimentation.
The main processing is done via the Gated recurrent
unit (GRU) layer. We chose GRU as related work
shows better temporal performance while maintaining
equivalent accuracy [6]. Best accuracy was achieved
with a unit count of 3 * number of labels. A Gaussian
noise layer was added to prevent overfitting and an
RMSprop optimizer was used, with a learning rate of
0.02. Nadam and Adam optimizers were also tested, but
they were slightly worse in terms of prediction accuracy.
Learning rates up to 0.03 can be used to improve the
speed at the cost of less stable changes between epochs.
2 https://www.tensorflow.org/

Figure 6. The software platform to configure, design, train, and test surface gestures including some examples of deployable interactions.

A learning rate schedule was used to decrease the
learning rate over time.
Categorical cross-entropy was used as the loss function
and Softmax was used as the activation for the output
layer. The model is trained over 50 epochs with a batch
size of 32. The batch size can be increased to increase
speed, but it will reduce the maximum accuracy that
could be achieved and the model will converge slower,
requiring more epochs. The epoch count can also be
decreased, at the cost of stability. An average accuracy
of 93% was recorded, with the validation and training
producing similar accuracy. The trained gesture is then
loaded as a frozen graph.
For live gesture detection, the capacitive data is filtered
and then sent to the model by using TensorFlowSharp3.
TensorFlowSharp is a runtime that allows for
TensorFlow models to run from C# and therefore in
Unity. Two 100 sample rolling-windows were used for
continuous detection, one with 100 latest samples and
the other with 100 samples from the previous window.
Once a gesture is detected, a Unity event is fired with the
corresponding gesture name. Finally, the toolkit source
code and 3D-models of the hardware components are
entirely open source4.
Gesture Detection Accuracy

To test the gesture detection accuracy, we conducted
a small preliminary study involving 4 participants.
Participants would test 3 pre-trained gestures, doubletap finger, double-tap hand, and finger swipe, and 1
custom gesture they create and trained themselves (for
a total of 40 recordings). The entire study was done
using the 2-sensor radial face configuration. Each of
the 4 gestures was tested 20 times by each participant.
The detection accuracy for double-tap finger was 93%,
double-tap hand was 100%, finger swipe was 85%, and
the custom gesture was 85%.
3 https://github.com/migueldeicaza/TensorFlowSharp
4 https://github.com/TangibleTouch/Toolkit

APPLICATIONS

To evaluate the functionality of TangibleTouch, we
employ a Type 1 evaluation strategy [18] to demonstrate
the feasibility of the toolkit and its ability to rapidly
prototype a tangible interface. We created three exemplar
applications developed in Unity and deployed across
3 different output spaces: Model Inspector (Mixed
Reality), 2D Platformer (Desktop), and a Media Player
(Public display). Figure 7, 8, and 9 show the generative
breadth of the TangibleTouch toolkit, illustrating
different touch gestures used in each application.
Application 1: Model Inspector

This application allows the cube to manipulate a 3D
model, loaded into Unity, via rotation and scaling. The
cube designed for this application uses 4 blank faces and
2 interactive faces: a 4-sensor square, and a 2-sensor
rectangle. The model inspector was deployed in Mixed
Reality, a popular medium for Tangible Interaction, using
a Microsoft Hololens2 as shown in Figure 7. A 3D model
is rotated by performing a circular path gesture on the
cubes 4-sensor square face, with the direction of rotation
mapped to the direction of the gesture performed. The
user can cycle through the 3 different axes for rotation,
roll, pitch, and yaw, by tapping either of the two sensors
on the rectangle face. Object scaling is performed by
swiping from one sensor on the rectangle face to the
other, and the direction of the swipe determines whether
the object grows or shrinks. The Model Inspector allows
users to manipulate and separate the rotational degrees
of freedom of a virtual model over distance.
Application 2: 2D Platformer

This application demonstrates a simple platformer game
controlling a 2D character to jump, move, draw, and
release an arrow. The cube uses 2 interactive faces and
4 blank faces: a 4-sensor cross, and a 2-sensor radial.
The application was deployed to a desktop PC shown
in Figure 8. In this application, we make use of the key
mapping function in the toolkit software to map touch
input on the cube’s 4-sensor square face to key bindings
in Unity, W, A, S, and D, for character movement. The
user can perform an additional action of drawing the

Figure 7. Model Inspector application in mixed reality.

bow by swiping in any direction on the 2-sensor radial
face and then firing the bow by releasing the finger from
the sensor.
Application 3: Media Player

The final application demonstrates a simple media
controller for playing, pausing, forwarding, and
rewinding a video deployed on a public display. The
cube designed for this application makes use of 4 blank
faces and 2 interactive faces: two 2-sensor radials. This
application also makes use of the key mapping function
to work with web-based video players. As shown in
Figure 9, a user can double-tap the centre of one radial
face with a single finger to toggle pause and play, and
perform a whole-hand double tap to fast forward. The
same whole-hand gesture is performed on the other
radial face to rewind a video.
DISCUSSION

Prototyping tangible objects with touch capabilities
is complex, and designing for intricate surface-based
gestures is non-trivial. Our toolkit, TangibleTouch,
addresses these challenges by providing an extendable
and modular hardware platform, that leverages cube
affordance, and a software platform for configuring
and designing tangible gesture interfaces across many
different output spaces. Designers can: i) design their
own bespoke sensor configurations for a cube, ii) create,
train, and test in real-time a machine-learning model for
a set of surface-gestures using the provided interface
components, and iii) effortlessly deploy interactions to
a variety of applications built in Unity.

Figure 8. 2D Platformer application on a desktop PC.

Figure 9. Media Player application on a public display.

Expert designers can build upon the capacitive face
design space introduced, as well as the hardware platform,
to build entirely new face configurations for different
or more complex surface gestures. The TangibleTouch
interface and cube configuration software can support
any number of face designs, and gestures can be trained
with any sensor configuration. To ensure accessible
fabrication, we designed the toolkit components to be
produced entirely using single extrusion 3D printing.

Using three demonstrative applications that include
a number of different sensor configurations and
surface-based gestures, we highlight the generality
of interactions supported as well as the versatility of
deployment in different output spaces. Additionally,
we show the toolkit’s ability to rapidly prototype and
explore rich and expressive input in tangible interaction.
A fundamental limitation, but also a distinct advantage,
is the use of a cubic form factor. The abstract nature
of cubes means that any designed gestures can often
be transferrable to other, more complex tangible form
factors. Furthermore, designers can multiplex surface
gestures in a single artefact by simply using the discrete
faces inherent to the cubic form factor. Additionally,
the modular nature of the cube allows for on-the-fly
reconfiguration of the interaction device, ideal for
exploring a breadth of interactions during prototyping
stages of a tangible interface.
Building upon TangibleTouch

There is a clear avenue for future work building on
the foundational elements of TangibleTouch. Firstly,
to develop more face designs in terms of capacitive
sensor configurations but also explore face surface
texture, form, and colour. By using the same modularity
principles, there is potential to not only design and
explore further surface-gestures, but also explore haptic
experiences and output. For example, to differentiate
and communicate gesture mappings to faces or better
convey desired interactions to novice users through the
materiality and affordance of a face. To achieve this,
more sophisticated fabrication approaches could be
incorporated to expand the toolkits design space further.
In terms of leveraging cube affordance in tangible
interaction, our toolkit has scratched the surface.
Previous work has touched on the benefits of cube
affordance in interaction [19], and the TangibleTouch
toolkit could be expanded to explore cubes
manipulability, spatial stability and arrangement, and
capacity as a pedestal for output. The highly decoupled
nature of the toolkit enables the surface-based gesture
detection to be incorporated with additional sensing

approaches or devices such as inertia-measurement,
proximity sensors, and visual displays. Furthermore,
our initial characterisation of the interaction space
briefly touched on the implications of multiple cubes.
The interplay between multiple interactive cubes and
their utility in collaborative tasks warrants exploration
in of itself. The cube form factor could be condensed,
by adjusting the level of instrumentation, opening up a
design space for 100s of stackable, miniaturised cubes
that can be configured into new and unique geometries.
Finally, while we have evaluated TangibleTouch through
demonstrative applications [18], future work could
employ different evaluation methodologies such as
case-studies, a usability study, or heurisitic evaluation.
CONCLUSION

Through our toolkit, TangibleTouch, designers can
prototype and develop bespoke surface-based gestures
for tangible interfaces using a modular and easily
fabricated hardware platform and a software framework
that abstracts away complex data processing and
machine learning. The toolkit also reduces testing
complexity using a run-time environment to detect
designed gestures in real-time. Both the hardware and
software platforms are highly decoupled and extendable
for expert designers to create other capacitive face
designs, incorporate additional sensors, and implement
into any Unity-based applications. Future work includes
building on the basis the toolkit has provided to explore:
cube affordance beyond surface-based gestures,
supporting multi-cube interactions, and different types
of sensors and instrumentation.
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